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PART-A 
ondoel enein 

Answer all questions. (Each question carries 1 mark). hedno eon s srWS 

1. What is imperative planning ? 

2. Define shadow prices. 

3. How do you distinguish between absolute and relative poverty ? 

4. What do you understand by rolling planning?

hePART B 

Answer any 7 questions (Each question carries 2 marks). epe so 

5. Explain the concept of perspective planning 
6. What are the limits to Kerala model ot developrment sue uov ob wo 

pinncel fheeho oiee erik 

7. What do you mean by investment criteria 
o 
? 

Peolog bns enmeldovg sniisloxe 
8. What is planning strategy onooonionioomapone noonl lo elorett sqe 
9. Give the rationale of economic planning. opsimsvbe bos esulsol en eeuoeic 

slo 10. What is meant by sustainable development? 

11. Define Social Marginal Productivity. 
12. What are the advantages of capital intensive technology? 

13. Objectives of f 12" five year plan. 
14. Distinguish between centralized and decentralized planning. 

15. Major achievements of economic planning in India. 
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16. What are the 8 MDGs? 

17. Mention the role of Linear Programming 
in planning. 

18. Peculiarity of Mahalanobis model. 

PART-C 

Answer any 4 questions. (Each question carries 3 marks). 

20. Explain a short note on Earth Summit at Rio De Geneiro and Recent 

Developments. 

19. Explain some anti-poverty programmes 
implemented in lIndia. 

21. How do you perform a cost benefit analysis? 

22. Distinguish between labour intensive and capital intensive technology. 

23. Write a note on Earth Summit. 

24. What are the uses and importance of input output analysis in economic planning? 

25. Briefly explain different types of planning adopted in India. 

26. Explain the marginal growth contribution criterion. e eb 
PART D 

Answer any 2 questions (Each question carries 5 marks). 
27. Explain the salient features of planning in India and state its objectives and strategies. 
28. What are the different techniques of project evaluation in economic planning ? 29. How do you evaluate the experience of People's Planning in Kerala? 30. Explain the problems and policies of sustainable development. 31. Explain the role of linear programming in economic planning. 32. Discuss the features and advantages of imperative planning and indicative 

planning 


